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DURINGTHE YEARS I SPENT thinking and writing about the Adult Inde- 
pendent Learning Project, there were no moments when the questions I 
sought to understand and answer were not, to me, the most important 
ones I could ask as a librarian: How do adults learn in libraries? How do 
they make sense out of their tasks? How do adult learners become 
different because of what they do in libraries? And perhaps the most 
important question of these important questions: How do librarians 
help? How do they reinvent themselves in order to make differences in 
the lives they touch? And what is the nature of that touch? 
These questions are still sources of delight, though I answered most 
of them for myself and have now come to think of other things. What I 
saw and knew then, however, altered permanently my vision of learning 
in this society, especially my view of that extraordinary instrumentality 
that is the librarian’s touch. 
I am still an inquirer devoted to understanding informing acts in 
individual lives, especially as these occur in cultural institutions. Every- 
thing I know causes me to see information as the formative continuity of 
adult life-the definitive stream that flows through us as we live and 
work-and to see the library as a cultural institution where thinking 
and knowing through information and informing acts occur as in no 
other human settings. As a scholar and a learner my task is to make these 
acts and their importance clear. 
David Carr is Associate Professor, Graduate School of Education, Rutgers-The State 
University of New Jersey, New Brunswick, New Jersey. 
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Our attention to the Adult Independent Learning Project should 
begin by asking several things of ourselves. What messages did that 
particular adventure in library innovation inscribe on our knowing, on 
the history of our work, and on our thinking about what we do? And 
what is the meaning of adult learning in libraries? Or better, to return to 
my earlier question, perhaps unanswerable forever: What is the nature 
of touch between the librarian and the learner in the library? What is the 
meaning of our attention to this topic that seems at times to be a 
moribund if not lost cause? 
Informing Acts in Libraries 
Information is a formative part of any adult life in motion, yet i t  is 
invisible. And so, without form, it is ineffable, yet it is pervasive. And so, 
without limit, it is continuous in its presence and power. Libraries, 
museums, and most vividly, zoos, capture information. What librar- 
ians, like zookeepers, talk about are the conditions of its captivity. Like 
the tiger brightly burning behind steel bars, information captured and 
sustained in the library bears the power to create awe and fear. Remove 
the bars and the tiger walks the street giving us an  opportunity to test 
this power firsthand. The captivity of information, however, prevents a 
more devastating chaos. Remove it and we lose telephone systems, texts, 
hotlines, newspapers, maps, census data, and records of every kind.’ 
Were we to turn the old story around, choosing between the chaos of no  
information and the tiger, perhaps we ought to prefer the tiger. 
The informing awe of the tiger on my mind reminds me of a book 
by Jack Goody called The Domestication of the Savage Mind,  largely 
about the effects of list-making on the language and thought of so-
called primitive people. Such lists established boundaries, classes, pat- 
terns, while changing “not only the world out there but also the psyche 
in here.”2 The  primitive origins of librarians-and all intellect-lie in 
the list: keeping track, observing and capturing, organizing the wild- 
ness, naming the new, playing with new combinations of those names. 
Keeping the list is an essentially literate, informing, task that marks the 
change to a culture thatcan document itself. To live without the list is to 
drift alone in a world of floating, disconnected objects. Goody says that 
the list 
is a tool, an  amplifier, a facilitatingdevice, of extreme importance. It 
encourages reflection upon and the organisation of information....It 
not only permits the reclassification of information by those who can 
write, and legitimises such reformulationsfor those whocan read, but 
it also changes the nature of the representation of the world (cognitive 
processes) for those who cannot do  SO.^ 
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The power of the library is the power of the list. It is the purpose of 
the library to sustain the list, to expand and alter the list, and to offer i t  
for use. But this purpose-serving the list-is not necessarily identical 
to the purpose or power of the librarian. It is uncertain that the librarian 
is merely the instrument of the list, nor is it certain that the librarian is 
the instrument of the institution. Though the institution may frame 
and limit the librarian’s tasks, the librarian is not identical with the 
library. It is more certain that the librarian is the instrument of the 
learner, and that the librarian’s great purpose is to affirm an identity or 
stance or even a distance in relation to or apart from the list in order to be 
nearer to learners and their thinking. 
Librarians act to mediate information between lives, one of which 
is their own, and these actions have to do with understanding the list 
and what it is good for; but all of these informing acts are no better than 
our vision of the human beings who need what the list captures. Con- 
sider Dorothy Lee’s description of Margaret Mead’s presentation of the 
Arapesh of New Guinea. 
[Mead] describes how, even when a man was walking alone through 
the jungle, he was in a sense carrying his society with him, so that 
what hesawalongthewaywasnota vine,apieceofwood, butrathera 
vine to be picked for Y’sroof, a plank for R’s house. And the walk he 
was taking most probably had reference to a social f r a m e ~ o r k . ~  
Most walks that librarians take, in and out of the jungle, also have 
reference to a social framework or a system of needs. For the librarian 
and the learner, every step may be seen as an informing act, committed 
for the sake of one life, continuing the step before and anticipating the 
step that follows. But i t  is the step-and not the list-that leads to 
patterns and meanings in the journey and the life, because it is the step 
that moves us on. 
Every learning passage occurs within a frame, and the Independent 
Learning Project altered that frame deeply. The wordframe is used here 
as Erving Goffman does, to mean an organizing principle that governs 
events and the subjective involvements of human beings in those 
event^.^ The meaning is that these acts-helping a learner over time, 
intervening thoughtfully to make a difference in the learner, attending 
to the contexts of information use, thinking about information in 
relation to the dimensions of a specific life-constituted a substantially 
altered frame for librarianship and the subjective involvements of 
librarians. By entering the meanings of the adult learner’s world and by 
encountering the learner over time, librarians had to witness the con- 
struction of knowing amid the continuities of adult life, oneof the most 
private human acts. 
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The Independent Learner’s World 
What world did the helping librarian see? What acts were wit- 
nessed? What tasks did these change agents assist? Librarians who 
participated in the Adult Independent Learning Project witnessed cog- 
nitive acts of great complexity and detail from a nearly interior perspec- 
tive. They witnessed learners engaged in knowledge-making through 
the instrumentality of their own probing actions, conversations, and 
dialogues; within the constraints of their previous knowledge and the 
cultures from which they came; and the life spaces they occupied. The 
psychologist, George A. Kelly, describes this function as the creation of 
constructs, of trying notions on for size, of making increasingly “elabor- 
ative choices” in order to make a system of knowing more comprehen- 
sive and its anticipations more accurate across a broader range of human 
experiences.6 
To make i t  clear that these are not simply instances of getting and 
using information for some discrete purpose-learning how to put a 
model ship in a bottle, say-Kelly’s words will amplify the focus: “The 
burden of our assumption is that learning is not a special class of 
psychological processes; it is synonymous with any and all psychologi- 
cal processes. It is not something that happens to a person on occasion; 
it is what makes him a person in the first place.”’ Cognitive acts in the 
library are neither list-making nor list-driven, rather they are complex 
acts of cultural literacy and self-understanding, acts of language and 
thought, of evaluation and response, actions of humans remaking 
themselves and their worlds. 
It is fair to say that the helping librarian was carefully admitted to a 
place within the learner’s life space-in Lewin’s description, a psycho- 
logical, social, and physical realm-and so could witness private, self- 
drawn challenges, attempts to change that involved the articulation of 
choices and strivings. We now contemplate the librarian standing as a 
witness to evanescent, invisible actions, acting as an  instrument in the 
evolution of tacit, personal knowledge. 8 
In a book titled Futures We Are In,Fred Emery discusses human 
beings as “ideal seeking systems”: 
In a turbulent environment the need for survival [will] press people 
toward nurturance of others....People will choose those purposes that 
contribute most to the cultivation and growth of their own compe- 
tence and the competence of others to better pursue their endsg 
While individuals can be ideal seeking systems, Emery writes, they are 
able to sustain this state of seeking only temporarily. Group life and 
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association with others are more natural sources of sustenance for the 
pursuits and adaptations of ideal seeking. In this context, institutions 
exist as habitats “to support, nurture and protect the efforts of individu-
als to imagine and aspire.”” The “ideal seeking system” is not the 
learner alone, but the librarian as well; alone and together, they find 
nurturance and support in the institution. 
In 1977, librarians were asked to give eyewitness accounts of 
learners as seeking systems-though not in those words-in the form of 
positive and negative critical incidents, reporting the learner’s problem, 
the librarian’s response, and the meaning of the encounter. Here are two 
of those reports. 
Two Critical Incidents 
Critical Incident No.  1 
An adult learner had been studying in three areas: Celtic mythol- 
ogy, Irish literature, and dreams in order to build knowledge for a 
long-term goal of writing a novel. After four months on these projects 
he came in and said, “You’re going to kill me, but I want to change 
projects. I’m still interested in the others but at present I would like to 
explore filmmaking in order to writea paper for entry intoa film school 
in San Francisco.” 
I very positively approved his change of topic and said that was fine 
since a major part of independent learning is exploratory. Sometimes it  
takes us a certain amount of probing in a topic before we realize i t  is not 
really what we want to learn about. We then put his other projects on the 
back burner and had an interview for his new project. 
The incident was significant because it showed me a person ripe for 
learning, interested in many subjects, but at a point of indecision. It 
made me realize that as the advisor I could not make him continue in 
one course of learning (tocomplete his novel), but had to be adaptable to 
the changes (growth) of the learner as he or she discovers new things 
about the world and self. As I pointed out, it showed me that a major 
part of independent learning is exploratory. 
Critical Incident No.  2 
The learner (age 61-70) offered to function as a resource person for 
me in the area of insurance and beginning investing. His project (on 
investing) is a high level project as he has considerable prior experience 
and education in this area. I function primarily as a resource gatherer 
for him, obtaining materials he specifically requests and identifying 
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new sources. In conversation, he became aware of my interest in finding 
out more about insurance and made his offer. 
I agreed to ask him any questions I had after or in the course of my 
reading. He recommended some books and even brought me a few ofhis 
own. We briefly discussed the merits of different approaches presented 
by various authors. In short, I started a mini-learning project as the 
learner within the context of our relationship. 
Although I feel this interaction is significant, I’m not sure it’s 
entirely positive. First, it is outside the established roles and expecta- 
tions of the program. Second, it addresses and pursues my learning 
interests on library time (albeit minimally) and could be seenasdetract- 
ing from or confusing the learning relationship. Obviously, I feel i t  is 
positive in effect. It emphasizes the arbitrariness of learner/advisor roles 
and the advisability of being flexible in assuming both roles at various 
times. Our relationship is strengthened, both personally and as advisor- 
learner. More interest was stimulated in the learner for his project as a 
result of my sharing a similar interest. Although the advisor can’t be an 
expert in the subject matter of a learner’s project (most of the time), 
sharing an appreciation for the topic adds richness to the relationship 
and probably contributes to ongoing success. 
Several patterns emerged in an examination of more than loo1’of 
these incidents. 
-Collaboration, reciprocity, empathy, and trust were critical parts of 
relationships between librarians and learners. 
-Bonds emerged between librarians and learners; these relationships 
had integrity and power; and they continued beyond the issues or 
content of the learning itself. 
-Successful work was based on realistic perceptions of roles, tasks, 
personal skills, and possible results. Among these awarenesses was 
this: it is the learner alone who determines the desire and commit- 
ment to learn, but it is the librarian who controls the invitation. 
-At their best, librarians learned from practice how todesign help and 
reflect change or passage to the learner: librarians learned to give 
support that nurtured selfdiscovery. They changed in vision, power, 
and skill. 
-Assistance of this kind, involving the presence of the helper beyond 
the giving of information is lasting because it touches the conditions 
and patterns of adult life in order to generate designed change in the 
learner. 
-However important the information given, i t  is no  more important 
than the quality of the giving. 
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Further inquiry now, assuming all of the foregoing to need no 
additional proof, could examine different things, striving especially to 
see clearly the learner’s adaptive acts in the presence of information: 
how the behavior of the learner integrates new experiences and new 
data; how the stream of information courses through one life, shaping 
it, smoothing it, causing trouble here and growth there. 
We also need to know how thinking happens in libraries: how 
mental acts such as decision and pursuit occur; how and why invest- 
ments are made, and the returns they yield; how these chan e what 5Frank Smith refers to as the dynamics of the world in the head. Smith 
also says that “by writing we find out what we know, what we think”13 
and so i t  is that attention should now be drawn to language acts in 
libraries; how the learner documents and describes tasks and problems, 
discoveries, and distractions; how- through powers of language-the 
learner goes beyond experience, toward innovation, toward what 
Jerome Bruner refers to as “context-free elaboration. ’’14 
Language acts are the essential embodiments of strategy and con- 
cept, and the clearest indicators of two critical elements of independent 
learning: ( 1 )  the learner’s image of the world, and (2) the economies 
active in the learner’s life space. Language acts are likely to illuminate 
two other concepts: E.D. Hirsch has described “cultural literacy”-the 
“canonical knowledge ...inherently necessary to a literate dem~cracy,”’~ 
and Richard C. Anderson has alluded to a level of metaknowledge or 
“beliefs and knowledge about knowledge.”l6 Both of these concepts and 
the language used by learners to capture them must have plenty to do 
with how learners generalize, make inferences, weave information into 
coherent wholes, and so become conscious knowers. 
Three other problems, each successively more abstract, are also 
engaging. Because practice depends on useful behavior, more needs to 
be known about how learners respond in the presence of unknowns: 
how they define and develop the skills to pursue and reduce their 
questions; how they know when a new unknown has emerged and an 
old one has changed. Qualities and conditions of “ownership” in 
inquiry need to be explored: how a learner frames a problem as one 
might frame a house; and then, how the learner inhabits that problem, 
completes it by investing it with a human presence. These are inquiries 
into what Polanyi calls “personal knowledge”: “passionate participa- 
tion in the act of knowing.”17 Finally, and most inviting, is the need to 
understand the learner in the act of shaping and recombining data, 
reordering and repatterning information, remaking the world at hand 
in order to permit things to go on.18 
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There are rich, inviting unknowns in the world of the adult inde- 
pendent learner and so in libraries too. These might also be called 
infinite unknowns, likely to be hidden forever from full view. For 
example, psychologists describe a phenomenon called “unconscious 
reading” based on a demonstration that “one part of the mind can know 
something, while the part that supposedly knows something is going 
on-awareness-remains oblivious.” This leads to the confounding 
premise that “much consequential mental activity goes on outside 
awarene~s.”’~Imagine the invisible actions of a sentient brain in the 
library capturing knowledge in milliseconds while awareness appar- 
ently sleeps. 
Were the Adult Independent Learning Project now reborn, its 
designers would have a far richer array of information about self- 
direction and learning to consider. Any one or two of these books would 
have made immense differences to the needs and inquiries of a decade 
ago. For example, Robert M. Smith is responsible for two recent books: 
Learning H o w  to  Learn and Helping Adul ts  Learn H o w  to  Learn. 
Novak and Gowin’s Learning H o w  to  Learn addresses the application 
of research to practice among several populations of learners. Allen 
Tough has offered a second edition of his seminal work, T h e  Adult’s 
Learning Projects and Intentional Changes: A Fresh Approach to  He lp -  
i ng  People Change. Ronald and Beatrice Gross have developed encou- 
raging information and advice in their two works about scholarship 
outside academe: Independent Scholarship and T h e  Independent Scho- 
lar’s Handbook.  Finally, Stephen Brookfield’s recent volumes, Adul t  
Learners, Adu l t  Education and the Communi t y  and Self-Directed 
Learning: From Theory to  Practice are the best-comprehensive and 
germane-resources at hand. 20 
Brookfield’s essay, “Self-Directed Learning: A Critical Review of 
Research”21 suggests the richer, firmer ground for understanding self- 
directed learning in cultural institutions today. The important insights 
of recent research tend to disconfirm some typical guidingassumptions 
or images of the adult independent learner’s world. 
Despite the connotations and inferences of terminology, the “auto- 
nomous,” “self-directed,” “independent,” learner does not work in 
isolation, at a distance from social settings. Tough’s work clearly dem- 
onstrated the need and conditions for a helper or guiding association 
that contributes to learning. Brookfield’s own research in the United 
Kingdom found successful independent learners to be strongly 
grounded in social contexts involving informed peers and informal 
learning networks. The social context is not merely a convivial and 
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facilitative setting for independent learning, but it apparently offers a 
kind of engagement that is in itself formative and purposeful. 
Similarly, conventional belief among adult educators tends toasso-
ciate successful independent learning with a field-independent cogni- 
tive style, believing the learner to be socially independent, analytical, 
inner-directed, self-identified. In contrast, the field-dependent learner is 
characterized as wanting more structure and guidance. However, 
Brookfield reports: 
Successful self-directed learners exhibit characteristics close to those 
of the field-dependent learning style in a number of significant ways. 
The learning activities of successful self-directed learners are placed 
within a social context, and other people are cited as the most impor- 
tant learning resource. Peers and fellow learners provide information, 
serve as skill models, and act as reinforcers of learning and as counse- 
lors at times of crisis. Successful self-directed learners appear to be 
highly aware of context in the sense that they place their learning 
within a social setting in which the advice, information, and skill 
modeling provided by other learners are crucial conditions for suc- 
cessful learning.” 
Those who remember the Adult Independent Learning Project 
may cherish the notion that successful library learning depends on the 
learner arriving at a strong, deliberate sense of purpose characterized by 
planning and goaldirection. In practice, helping-librarians were 
devoted to keeping to a design and reducing ambiguities. In contrast, 
Brookfield cautions that “highly regulated control” over self-directed 
activities may be overemphasized and premature. He describes an alter- 
nate model where exploration alone is the aim, and no intended goal is 
clear. It is a model that tolerates tentative ends and accepts insights 
nurtured through dialogue. It assumes that only as a usableinformation 
construct emerges can a learner set fitting, intrinsic goals. An idea 
mentioned by Mezirow may be usefully applied here: while librarian- 
ship may focus on inductive and deductive forms of knowing, perhaps 
the more important form is abductive knowing-cognitive acts that 
suggest something that might be.= 
Brookfield writes: “As the mode of learning characteristic of 
adults...realizing their adulthood, selfdirected learning is concerned 
much more with an internal change of consciousness than with the 
external management of instructional e~ents .”’~ The task of the helper 
may have to do with coming to see the inquirer’s search for knowledge 
in its personal contextual and cultural frames-perhaps to unframe and 
transpose these contexts for the integration of entirely new forms of 
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knowing. Finally, it is among the multiple dimensions of adult learn- 
ing acts-dimensions that go beyond managing information and carry- 
ing things out-that the transformation of private adult worlds occurs. 
Documenting Adult Learning Initiatives 
This view is needed still in librarianship: an interior view of the 
inquiry process in the library including the involvement of helping 
agents, the exploration of experiences that occur both in and outside the 
library, and the integration of library learning with the multiple conti- 
nuities of adult life. Librarianship-the collective acts of librarians in 
libraries that make differences in the lives of learners-is the vantage 
from which this documentation will be best created. Everyday librarian- 
ship, however, appears not to be a knowledge-producing profession. 
Two faces should be identified in this now-uncaptured documenta- 
tion: the learner mirrored in the inquiry itself and the librarian mirrored 
in the learner’s initiatives. What sort of thinking and knowing happens 
in library encounters? What change is needed? and How can Zassist?are 
among the most complex questions in professional work, not simply 
because they may involve hard risks, difficult judgments, and articulate 
skills, but because, from moment to moment, the best answers we have 
are likely to change even as we utter them. 
It is difficult to envision a time when librarianshipor education (or 
medicine or law) will ever have enough knowledge about its interior 
processes. And every hidden interior needs an inquirer’s eye: the rela- 
tionships between librarians and those they help, the logics and pro- 
cesses of responding to an inquiry, and the organizational adaptations 
needed to initiate and sustain an agency for adult learning in the 
cultural institution. 
One wise investment might be to purchase a pencil and a journal 
for every librarian. A second investment might be to clear private time 
for each librarian each day to keep track of the disappearing moments of 
exaltation or despair experienced during encounters with learners and 
colleagues. Such personal documentation should be part of the job 
description-not simply because it  might assist in the development of 
profiles and records, but because such writing is a needed form of 
thought and reflection. It mirrors professional growth, the agent 
becoming competent. Every one of us needs to know how that happens, 
but i t  is especially urgent that those who assist adults do this for two 
reasons. First, we may never otherwise know interior dimensions of 
adult learning in the library. Second, in an encapsulating, technology- 
ridden, routine-dominated, and underimagined profession, we cannot 
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otherwise keep adults and their need for information on our minds. 
That mindfulness, of course, was in the broadest sense the principal 
richness of the Adult Independent Learning Project and its impact on 
some of the economies of librarianship. Thinking about extended, 
serious, devoted assistance to adult learners was part of the librarian’s 
task, conducted in association with other librarians, among whom 
conversations about the challenges of assistance regularly occurred. The 
importance of this simple fact cannot be overemphasized. Today it is 
not possible to lead a fully professional life as a librarian without the 
development of a theory of practice and purpose, and the beginning of 
that theory is intensely focused, supported professional talk. Of course 
this is the inspiration of the project as well: i t  sought to capture a vision 
of what libraries can do if librarians are free to think and act for the sake 
of adult learners and their learning. 
Here are four important meanings of the Adult Independent Learn- 
ing Project. 
1. The project embodied the library as both an idea and a locus for 
inquiry, literacy, and documentation. The project evoked these acts 
as much as i t  consciously developed them. As we read the concrete, 
survey-dominated reports of these innovation^,'^ i t  is important to 
keep the library as an idea in mind. 
2. 	It is unfortunate that the phrase “learners advisory service” domi- 
nates the documentation because the word seruice belies the true 
offering of the library in this innovation, where the librarian and the 
learner create a relationship and design a process. This involves 
unique acts of mutuality and communication initiated by an invita- 
tion to collaborate, in itself a precious rarity, going far beyond the 
notion of service. Whatever they do at other times in their lives, 
librarians in this work do not simply serve but strive to create useful 
collaborations in the intellectual life of their communities. 
3. Though the immediate attention of any one librarian may have been 
given to the individual learner or a series of learners, i t  can be 
assumed that a communi ty  of learners gained definition and pres- 
ence in the imagination of librarians. That is, in these settings, one 
effect of the initiative must have been to redefine information as a 
continuity flowing through the lives that compose the community of 
adults even though that community may have presented itself one 
life at a time. And, because human lives are interdependent and the 
smallest acts within one life resonate invisibly among nameless 
others, we might assume that this is a community without detectable 
limits. 
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4. 	Finally, all such redefinitions-of information, literacy, inquiry, 
documenta tion, community-demand professional and personal 
adaptations, and that is another outcome of the project: i t  caused 
librarians to change, to become theorists of their own practice. 
Moreover, the project itself can be seen as an initiative that caused 
libraries to change the traditional boundaries and definitions of 
librarianship in their own communities. The helper’s work extended 
beyond the briefly informing encounter to touch the proceses of 
information use-and witness the consequences of informed actions. 
The project touched among other things the identities of individuals 
and their institutions, and so turned them more fully into public 
agents in public cultural spaces. This was a public investment in 
nurturance, a recognition of the need to empower librarians if librar- 
ians are to empower learners. It is clear, isn’t it, that learners must 
learn from learners? 
Learning in the Public Space 
The philosopher of education, Maxine Greene, describes an 
“authentic public space ...[as one] that might give rise to a significant 
common world.” Citing Richard Sennett and Hannah Arendt, Greene 
points to “the deadness and emptiness in the public domain” and an 
already withdrawn public “building barricades around their private 
spaces rather than engaging in ...expanding associated relationships.”26 
If this is the case, it is exacerbated by the distance from the centers of 
power people experience in these times, by their alienation from the 
context-free, technical language presently in  use. Ordinarily, contex- 
tual language-the language of face-to-face interchange-now 
sounds ineffectual against the clicking of simulation games and the 
whirring of computerized projections. Many persons find themselves 
in a strange, almost unrecognizable new world. This has intensified 
the alien quality, the perceived impersonalityof what lies outside the 
private realm. It has drained ordinary meanings from the public 
domain.27 
And so we have an increasingly inarticulate public, Greene says, unlike 
the shipworkers in Gdansk or the marchers we remember in Selma, 
Alabama twenty-some years ago. (Ten years were needed for the private 
sorrows of the Vietnam Conflict to take the form of notes and objects left 
in gentle memory at the foot of the memorial to those lost soldiers.) 
Greene writes: 
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There is no space where human beings, speaking and acting in their 
plurality, can appear before one another and realize the power they 
have simply in being together. And there surely is no such space in 
most of the schools.Nor is there the freedom experienced when young 
persons discover that they have the capacity to reach out and attain 
feelings, thoughts, and ways of being, hitherto unimagined-and 
even, perhaps, ways of acting on what they believe to be deficient, 
ways of transcending and going beyond.’’ 
Greene goes on  tocite the work of Hannah Arendt, describing the public 
space as an environment where people “come together being free to tell 
their stories, to speak from their own locations in the world.” Such 
knowing and such speaking-out of the lifespace, to use Lewin’s term 
again-are ways toground human understanding in  the public space. It 
is a space where human beings can arrive a t  “modes of structuring, 
modes of interpreting their lived and shared reality.”29 
The  idea of the public library as a n  agency for the learning of 
independent adults realizes an  informing public space where thought, 
reflection, and learning follow from the articulate contexts of individ-
ual adult lives. Every encounter has its story; every story, because i t  is 
disclosed to another human being in dialogue-and because i t  leads 
into the future-has binding and enduring consequences for its author. 
Because these encounters involve sustained, delicate acts of language, 
they are not casual. Because they lead toaction they involve what Martin 
Buber refers to as “the currents of universal reciprocity,” a deep contrast 
to deadness, emptiness, distance, and withdrawal. Such encounters also 
lead to passage and renewal, and they are often difficult and so a 
warning is needed. 
Public spaces for inquiry andgrowth cannot be created without the 
reality of concomitant and intense emergencies for which most librar- 
ians are not well-prepared. The support of learners is not simply sup- 
port for self-designed projects, smooth-flowing passages toward goals, 
or exhilarating self-renewals. These are possible and perhaps longed 
for. But most passages require an opening of perception and feeling to 
difficulty and fear, to risk and introspection. This is a mutual opening; 
both learner and librarian feel i t  and feel challenged by it .  In a recent 
definition of adult education, Brookfield alludes to the otential for 
“anxiety, pain, self-doubt, and ambiguity” in such work.’ But I must 
add that these are balanced by the potential for altruism, invitation, and 
joy, and these too are mutually felt. 
Self-esteem was one of the many gifts bestowed by the attention of 
the agent to the learner. Though it may be comforting to focus helping 
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acts on tools, techniques, and resources, true empowerment and self- 
transformation for the learner will follow best from a series of thought- 
ful, critical, ultimately mutual transactions, one development of which 
is the investment and vulnerability of the librarian. That is to say unless 
the librarian learns by taking risks in the public space no one can learn 
there. 
Literacy in the Public Space 
Libraries tend to define themselves in reaction to the agendas of 
others, as though libraries as cultural institutions have no generic 
agendas of their own, no purposeful places in national mental life, no 
inherent powers to transmit to American communities, no independent 
messages for learners. In the recent discourse surrounding A Nation at 
Risk there are too few challenges to its shallow assumptions and narrow 
recommendations. As a consequence the document fulfills Everett Rei- 
mer’s prescient but dismal 1971 declaration that “School has become the 
universal church of a technological society.’’31 It requires only one 
thumb to count the uses of the word information in the report’s recom- 
mendations, and the digits of one hand to count references to libraries 
and museums. 
It is a bitter irony that even as the image of a learning society is 
endorsed and our distance from it is decried, those American institu- 
tions designed for self-transformation throughout the lifespan remain 
invisible and unsung. Though it is clear that our most important 
passages as learners are charted on maps we discover outside schools, the 
original contributions of the library to the passage are the least known. 
That is why our nation is at risk, not because its schools have not 
pummeled our children enough. 
It is incumbent upon librarianship to struggle against the narrow 
view that results in the confounding of learning and schooling. When 
the dense fusillades surrounding A Nation a t  Risk have become still, 
librarians might wisely turn to two other public documents, Books in 
Our Future32and Becoming a Nation of Readers: The Report of the 
Commission on Reading,33 in order to begin the process of reinventing 
the profession in the public space. In a society with an illiterate or 
significantly dysfunctional population that exceeds 60 million,34 at 
least one element of the library’s assistance to learners should be pro- 
foundly, undeba tab1 y clear. 
Librarians are not servants of schooling but agents whose powers 
can transform the private worlds of learners. Librarians offer access toa 
coherent world or to a power that can order incoherence through 
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language. Consider the three rich metaphors for literacy offered by 
Sylvia Scribner. Two of these may not surprise us. The first, “literacyas 
adaptation,” captures a proficiency needed for survival. The second, 
“literacy as power,” captures an instrumentality useful for advance- 
ment. The third metaphor is most impressive because i t  goes well 
beyond adaptation and success to capture a richness that implies both 
articulation of and possession by a condition of knowledge so private 
that Scribner calls it “literacy as a stateof grace.” “The literate individu- 
al’s life derives its meaning and significance from intellectual, aesthetic, 
and spiritual participation in the accumulated creations and knowledge 
of humankind, made available through the printed word.’’35 
To transcend boundaries of personal power and toassist learners to 
transcend such boundaries for themselves is not distant from the mean- 
ing of help in the library. Nor is it unlike the sense of power evoked by 
Maxine Greene. “Once provoked,” she writes, “the mind or the imagi- 
nation keeps inclining itself, addressing itself to what is not yet.” And 
further: “Desire is evoked by the realization of what is not yet, expressed 
in the yearning toward possibility ....There are boundaries, yes, edges, 
frames; but they are there to be transcended. And to transcend, each one 
himself or herself and at once along with others, is to transform the 
petrified world.”36 
The Librarian’s Gaze 
The great risk is that librarians may never fully imagine the infinite 
ways of knowing and assisting learners that lay now unrealized in their 
hands. We will never find a more important form of life-transforming 
help than the simplest communicative acts between librarians and 
learners in libraries. These are the initiatives that matter the most, the 
messages that must be most inviting. When we attempt to understand 
the meanings of adult independent learning in libraries, apart from 
counting and classifying the skills or changes that emerge through this 
agency, we must recognize that the moments of mutual gaze between 
learner and librarian are the definitive, shaping instants of this 
experience. 
Assistance to independent learners in libraries means that the 
librarian’s gaze shifts-not to “information,” nor to “adult learning,” 
nor to “independent scholarship.” The change in gaze is conceptual, to 
a different way of knowing or probing. It is a fundamental redefinition 
of the frame. Bateson defined frame broadly, as kinds of messages 
exchanged, notions of play  between participants, basic premises of 
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encounters.37 By changing the frame, the librarian’s gaze shifts to indi-
vidual human lives and contexts, fields where information is encoun- 
tered and used, to themes and needs flowing through individual 
experience. It is a form of adventure: crossing a personal boundary and 
exploring the unknowns there especially the possible uses of informa- 
tion to make a difference in one life. 
This shift implies a difference in what librarians and the librarydo 
for learners. Jerome Bruner says that the importantevents of mental life 
imply going beyond the information given-to reorganize it and use i t  
insightfully.= What we are talking about is going beyond the giving of 
information-to evaluate and sort it, to help in its integration with 
existing information, to communicate about it, and so to create better 
conditions for individual knowing. Such a difference means that the 
librarian moves from witness to participant, from distance to proxim- 
ity, from information to communication and beyond, to responsibility, 
identification, and instrumentality. Certainly proximity to the learner 
must mean that the librarian must be prepared to give up  the barriers 
and masks that may have been too useful for too long. 
Such changes in relationship mean trying to understand how 
learners are empowered in libraries, and this means answering some 
difficult questions: What is usable help? How are inquiries most use- 
fully documented? What structures are needed to enhance settings of 
individual choice? These are all questions answerable through 
practice-certain1 y they have already been answered in practice count- 
less times. So it may not be new knowledge that we need but new 
understanding of the values and dimensions of the relationships 
between learners and librarians and the roots of mastery in this profes- 
sion. We first may need to understand the value of a generous mentor. 
There are vast and untouched qualitative dimensions in librarian- 
ship. They are present in the lives of each of us who understands that 
some lives need informed help in order to work better, and that such 
help has meaning for both the giver and the recipient of the gift. These 
dimensions are present in each of us who remembers when OUT help 
changed the experience of another human being. But this qualitative 
power goes untouched by library school curricula, unrewarded by 
library managers, and unaddressed by much of the profession itself with 
the possible exception of children’s librarianship. How will the profes- 
sion respond to the following question: Why are your best, most nurtur- 
ant, most generous, most adult, most giving acts so carefully hidden? 
To learn and change involves conditions of risk and vulnerability, 
support, and trust. This last condition, trust, is best because it makes 
risk, vulnerability, and support possible. One form of trust has to do 
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with maintaining the order of things, which librarians do very well. 
Another has to do with technical competence and role, and librarians 
have those things under control. But the third form of trust is that 
having to do with fiduciary responsibilities: that partners in transac- 
tions will meet their duties, placing the needs and interests of others 
before their own.39 How librarians define and act on this form of trust 
must become the topic of professional and institutional dialogues-a 
permanent, challenging discourse for the field. 
There are only two responses to this challenge that matter. The 
first, in view of the energies, time, expectations, and responsibilities of 
helping adult learners, is understandable: “I am afraid.” The second 
response-and these are Jules Henry’s words-is founded in knowing 
our best strength: “I may be stronger than I think.” One form of 
knowledge that came from the experiment of a decade ago is that 
libraries and librarians-in their capacity to know, help, and give-are 
far stronger than they think. 
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